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A. Discussion
Occasionally a librarian will report "I imported a MARC bib but instead of the record itself, Batch 
Control contains a record that is already in the catalog." This can happen in functions [Import a MARC 
Bib File] or [Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import]. The software is very good at preventing duplicate 
bibliographic records from being added to the system. Sometimes it is too good, and a bib that you 
think you are importing does not make it into Batch Control. This is particularly true for weak 
classification systems such as DDC or sequential systems such as "DVD 112". We've also seen it 
sometimes when a journal had a minor title change which did not require a change to the ISSN, but 
still requires a new MARC bib. This behavior has long been understood and documented by 
CyberTools. It is controlled via the import window's function [Modify Rules for Bib Match] :
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Here's the help text for the field "If a bib matches an existing one":

"The importing software compares some of the key identifying values in the imported bib(s) to existing bibs in the catalog. 
If the software finds a match on the following MARC tags 

     001   Control Number 
     010   Library of Congress Control Number 
     020   International Standard Book Number 
     022   International Standard Serial Number 
  
then the cataloger must determine the next action. It is possible that the bib is really not a duplicate or an update, but a 
true new bib, but this is unlikely. The most common legitimate reason is when a large MARC file contains multiple bibs 
which match on the same ISSN number because the publisher changed the title (thus the multiple bibs) but failed to 
change the ISSN. 

Option "Show & Ask Overlay/Cancel/Add Imported Bib" will display each bib's key identifiers and the title from the 
imported bib and the bib in the catalog. Along with the display, the cataloger will get to choose the next action:  

     Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib 
     Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL 
     Create a new Bib for the Catalog 
  
These actions are described below. One of these actions may be determined at the beginning of the import, i.e., rather 
than show the individual bibs and their values, simply determine the rule in advance. 

Option "Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib" will load the imported bib into the batch using the catalog's matching 
bib's MARC Number. When the cataloger uses the Batch Control function [Updated to the Catalog], then at that point the 
newly imported bib would replace the catalog's old bib. The old bib's items (i.e., the holdings) are assumed by the new 
bib. Alternatively, the cataloger may manually CANCEL the bib in the batch prior to the Update to the Catalog function, 
thus protecting the old bib from the new bib. Because of the flexibility of this action, this action is the recommended 
choice, unless the cataloger knows that the bib is really new. 

Option "Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL" loads the new bib into the batch but sets the bib's status to CANCEL, 
making it impossible to Update the Catalog with the new bib. Nevertheless, the imported bib can be reviewed in the batch. 

Option "Create a new Bib for the Catalog" will create a new instance of the bib in the catalog. This new bib will be 
completely independent from the old bib, and will have its own holdings. It is unusual to select this action. If this action is 
erroneously selected, then the catalog will have duplicate bibs. 

Always keep in mind that the bib is the idea of the title, and the items (i.e., the holdings) are the actual instances of the 
materials. Items are attached to bibs. 

Option "Retrieve catalog's bib & add unique data" will first test to see if an imported bib record's control number matches a 
bib record that is already in the catalog. If a matching bib is found in the catalog, then the catalog's bib is added to the 
batch. The system then checks to see if there are unique data in the imported bib record such as URLs and/or holdings 
data. If so, then these unique data are added to the bib in the batch. (Note that if the imported bib is not found to be in the 
catalog then it is added to the batch.)"
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B. Solution
If you have this problem, use Batch Control->Change Batch Status->Remove Batch to rid yourself of 
the failure. Now retry the import and on the import window select Modify Rules for Bib Match->If a bib 
matches an existing one->Show & Ask Overlay/Cancel/Create/Retrieve Bib. During the import you 
should see the match in a pop-up window, e.g.:

If the bib should be new, then select function [Create a new bib for the catalog]. 
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